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from the validation dropdown box, choose roe. the roe is a multiplicative factor, relative to the
base number that will be returned when the regression is run. you can set different validation

coefficients for continuous variables. in the probability histogram, we see some cell values that
are larger than 1.05, and some that are smaller than.95. we do not recommend using such

extreme values as the starting point of a regression equation, as it will not pass the validation
check. in this case, we notice a high confidence level (probably.95) and relative small effect size

(probably.5). these values suggest that the data are quite insensitive to the first independent
variable we enter, so a smaller value for the starting point should be adequate. in this case, we

set starting point to.85 and enter variable1 in the statistics panel. if you are not satisfied with the
starting point, you can use the support vector regression tool (available from the design menu). it

is useful in cases where the point estimate is small (or large) compared with the standard
deviation of the independent variable. neuraltools is a terrific program, but it has limitations. as
you train neural nets, you can save the nets to files (one net per file). you could read in a file of
nets, or you could use separate nets. when you load neural nets, you need to specify that you

want a particular net, or else you end up training a new net. for this reason, you can't easily use
more than one neuraltools program at a time. you're not quite finished. now you need to create a
differential evolution (de) algorithm that allows limited bit-string mutation. (use natural selection
to generate unlimited, random bit-string mutation.) you need to do this for each problem. there is

no central place to do this, so you need to maintain differential evolution constants, a set of
constants used in all differential evolution problems.
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since palisade is our own code development platform, the
palisade sdk allows for development of palisade's own

native code development tools for use in an excel/access
or vba program. palisade's own crtls will be required for

this development. the plccr.rtf is the palisade crcl (custom
runtime cross-compilation library) package. it needs to be

loaded into excel or vba in order to use the custom
runtime functionality. the crcl will be required for any
palisade custom project. if you intend to keep your

custom project in development, the palisade custom
runtime libraries are highly recommended. the crtls are
referenced in the custom crtl project, and the crcls are

referenced in the custom crtl project. the custom runtime
cross-compilation library (crcl) is used for support of the

custom cross-compilation functionality in palisade crtls. it
consists of an.rtf file. if the crtl is a development tool, it
needs to be loaded into excel or vba in order to use the
custom runtime functionality. if it is a production tool, it
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can be loaded in any way, as long as it is placed in the
same directory in which the application binary is placed.
since the crcl is managed by the palisade.com engine in
the palisade sdk, you will need to ensure that the visual
basic compiler settings correspond to the palisade sdk

settings for your development crtls. if you are doing crtl
maintenance or development with a development crtl,

you will need to have your.net runtime version
correspond to the.net version of your crtl. please contact
us for more information concerning palisade custom sdk
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